100% SOFA
100% BED
100% COMFORT

Ostuni™ from TEMPUR® revolutionises
the splitback Convertible Sofa for
unrivalled comfort

Designed by:
Pino Patella

Ostuni™ sofa convertible
Ostuni™ from TEMPUR® revolutionises the
convertible sofa. Now you can experience
that unique TEMPUR® feeling of unrivalled
comfort and support, blended with
the finest contemporary design. Why
compromise on either? With Ostuni you
can have both.
We took our ground-breaking Material
– first developed for NASA to cushion
astronauts during space flight – and infused
its pressure-relieving properties into a sofa
convertible that adapts perfectly to you.
From the moment you sit or lie down,
Ostuni™ instantly conforms and adapts to
your body with such precision, you’d think
it was made just for you.

Created in collaboration with Pino Patella,
this is the perfect blend of iconic Danish
craftmanship and Italian design. Elegant and
minimalist, Ostuni™ is a milestone in style
and function that complements any home.
Available in a choice of two colours, now
you can finally enjoy the magic of TEMPUR®
in a piece of stunning furniture, without
sacrificing taste.

‘When I collaborated with TEMPUR® to
create Ostuni™, we wanted to change the
way people saw a convertible sofa: design
and comfort without compromise. What
we have made has exceeded my best
expectations and I am proud to have been
part of its creation.’ – Pino Patella

Comfort like no other

100% STYLE
100% COMFORT
100% TEMPUR

The Ostuni™ chair and ottoman from
TEMPUR® lets you relax in
total comfort and style

Designed by:
Pino Patella

Ostuni™ single seater recliner
Ostuni™ offers that unique TEMPUR® feeling
without compromising on style. We took our
iconic Material – first developed for NASA to
cushion astronauts during space flight - and
infused it into a recliner that is as elegant as
it is functional.

Sophisticated and minimalist, this recliner
will complement any home. Available in
a choice of two colours, you can finally
experience the magic of TEMPUR® in a
stunning piece of multipurpose furniture
without compromising on taste.

Created in collaboration with Pino Patella,
Ostuni™ is the perfect blend of quality Danish
craftmanship and contemporary Italian
design. From the moment you sit,
The TEMPUR® Material inside instantly
conforms and adapts to your body size,
shape and weight for ultimate comfort
and support.

‘When I collaborated with TEMPUR® to
create Ostuni™, we wanted to change the
way people saw a recliner chair: design
and comfort without compromise. What
we have made has exceeded my best
expectations and I am proud to have been
part of its creation.’ – Pino Patella

Comfort like no other

100% SOFA
100% BED
100% COMFORT

Altamura™ from TEMPUR® takes
the Convertible Sofa to new
levels of unsurpassed comfort

Designed by:
Nicola Sardone

Altamura™ sofa convertible
Altamura™ from TEMPUR® revolutionises
the convertible sofa for ultimate comfort.
Created in collaboration with Nicola Sardone,
this is the perfect blend of contemporary
Italian design and iconic Danish
craftmanship.
We took our ground-breaking Material – first
developed for NASA to cushion astronauts
during space flight – and infused its
unrivalled pressure-relieving properties into
a sofa convertible that instantly conforms
and adapts to your body, giving you the
perfect balance of comfort and support.

Altamura™ rapidly converts from sofa
to bed in one simple motion, instantly
transforming into the perfect sleep
experience you expect from the world’s
best bedding company. Available in a choice
of two elegant colours, you can now finally
experience that unique TEMPUR® feeling in
a truly comfortable piece of multipurpose
furniture that does not compromise on
taste.

‘The challenge we faced was designing a
stylish and cosy piece of furniture that can
easily be converted into a bed that looks
good and feels fantastic. With TEMPUR®
we have achieved this more than I could
have hoped in my wildest dreams.’ – Nicola
Sardone

Comfort like no other

100% STYLE
100% COMFORT
100% TEMPUR

Relax and unwind with Altamura™,
a recliner from TEMPUR® with
TEMPUR® Material inside

Designed by:
Nicola Sardone

Altamura™ single seater recliner
Altamura™ from TEMPUR® revolutionises the
recliner for unparalleled comfort. Created in
collaboration with Nicola Sardone and using
our unique, extra-soft TEMPUR® Material, this
is the perfect blend of contemporary Italian
design and iconic Danish craftmanship.
We have taken our ground-breaking
Material – first developed for NASA to
cushion astronauts during space flight – and
infused its unrivalled pressure-relieving
properties into an extra soft, single-seater
recliner that fits perfectly to you. From
the moment you sit down, the layers of
TEMPUR® Material inside instantly conform
and adapt to your body size, shape and
weight for the perfect balance of comfort
and support.

Available in a choice of two elegant colours,
Altamura™ gives you that unique TEMPUR®
feeling in unbelievably comfy chair that does
not compromise on taste.

‘We wanted to create a recliner chair that
not only looks good but also feels fantastic.
Unrivalled comfort and classic style were
paramount. With Altamura™ we have
achieved this more than I could have hoped
in my wildest dreams.’ – Nicola Sardone

Comfort like no other

